A various topological (or analytic) assumptions play an important role in the mentioned results. In particular, tne continuity is important.
Preliminaries
For an arbitrary set X 4 0, let X be the cardinal number of X and let X* denote the set {f: f is a map with domain X, whose range lies in x}. The set of all bijections of X will be denoted by Per X.
Let ?cX X and ? 4 fi. The family i is called commutative if f oh = ho f for all f,h e J. A set A cx is said to be i-invariant (strongly J-invariant) if f(A) ca (f(A) = A) for
-159 -all f c 7 . A point x Q c X is called a fixed point of i if f(x ) = x 0 for every f * ? 1 Throughout this paper R, Ql, Z , N will denote the set of reals, rationale, integers, positive Integers numbers, respectively.
The usual algebraic notation uA » { ua i a e *}, A + B • {a + b t a e A, b e B'} , will be used (for ueR, AcR, BcR). If m,n e N , then mln denotes that n is divitAble bj B. Let (P, + ) be the commutative semigroup and let n c M ( It is said to be n-divisible if for every p c P there exists t e P such that n*t = p, where n*p = t + ... + t . Por any ft ' ' v ' n n times we define the iterates f by
where I is the identity map on X. A family {u^t tep} of self--mappings of a set X is called an iteration semigroup, if U t oU 8 -U t+S for all t,s e p. If A ci t then f| A denotes the restriction of the function fEI 1 to the set A.
Auxiliary results
The following lemma is obvious. Lemma 1. If fe I 1 , Ac! and A is f-invariant, then
(1) A is f k~i nvariant for all ICE Nu {o} and Let ub define 1 Q -I. Then X 0 1 All XI and so 1 Q |n!. Moreover,
The rest is a oonsequenoe of Lemma 1, (2) . Making use of Lemma 2 we obtain the following lemma. snow that ' ' 3., 4 0. But X X = n n < <» , then = r < oo and by f e 7 Lemma 4 (i) we get r r n B f = n B f = n * * teZ j=1 Theorem 2" Let X be a non-empty set, ne N . Assume: (9) 0 ^ ? c X* and ? is commutative, (10) there is g e J which has exactly n fixed points X.j , • • • »XQ* Then (11) there exists a fixed point x Q of the family {f n! } fe g: and x Q e {x 1 xj.
Proof. Let S = {x 1t ... t x } and xe S. By the assumptions g(f(xj) = f(g(x)) = f(x) for all fe 5 . So, consequently, f(x) 6 S and f e S S , (f e J). Using Lemma 5 to the family {f| s } fe y we have the assertion.
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Some flx-ooint theorems
T h e o r e m 3" Let (P, +) be a commutative semigroup and let -|lj+> be a iteration semigroup of self-mappings of 1 teP a non-empty set X. Let ne N. Assume, that (12) 3t e p : U+ has exactly n fixed points j,,,.,,3t", o tQ in (13) P is n!-divisible. Then (14) there exists a fixed point x" of the family i U+| r , ^ and xQe {x1,... ,xn|. Proof.
By Theorem 2, there exists an xQe |x1,...,xn| which is a fixed point of Un!t for every t e F. Fix a pep. By (13) there exists step, such that p = n!t. Therefore Up(xQ) = = x o* P r o v 0s assertion. Corollary
1.
If we replace the assumption (12) of Theorem 3 by (12') 3t" e P 3C c X : C = n<oo 0 C ¿0 and" C is U+ -invariant, than the assertion (14) is valid. let S 3C + 0, ve S S and let C be finite and V-invariant. Under the above notations, by Theorem 2 and Corollary 2 we have Bxample 4. Bach commutative family i cs^ for which T e 3-or V € ? has a fixed point.
Remark. The assumption that J is commutative cannot be omitted, i.e. Theorem 2 without it does not hold. Similar remarks are valid for Corollaries and Theorem 3. For example, the group of all isometries of the plane hasn't any fixed points.
Bxample 5. Let X be a non-empty and finite set. If fe X X and f°f = f then the constant semigroup {f}t?Q has as much of fixed points as f.
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